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**Abstract:** This paper finds out that the researches on localized brand personality in China mainly focus on jewelry brand, media brand, clothing brand, animation brand and travel destination brand, based on the researches on domestic and foreign brand personality dimensions and localized brand personality. These studies are based on the “Big Five” brand personality dimension system developed by Aaker (1997) and the Chinese localized brand personality dimension and scale system developed by Huang & Lu (2003) to construct a localized brand personality dimension scale. There is still a lack of research on the localization brand personality of fresh agricultural products, which can be used as a key content for future research by scholars.

1. Introduction  
In 2018, China's GDP totaled 900.309 billion yuan, a year-on-year increase of 6.6%, and the level of household consumption increased significantly. In particular, the continuous improvement and development of technologies such as the Internet, big data, and mobile payment, as well as the central government's policy support for rural e-commerce infrastructure construction, China's online retail sales reached 906.5 billion yuan in 2018, a year-on-year increase of 23.9%, which greatly facilitated consumer purchases. However, the market competition between enterprises is intensified, the degree of product homogeneity is high, and the localized brand personality has become a key factor in the competitiveness of enterprises. The localized brand personality of the enterprise is of great significance to the market differentiation and positioning, which helps the company to stand out in the fierce competition. This paper finds out the shortcomings by combing the researches related to localized brand personality and provides direction for scholars to study in the future.

2. Research on brand personality dimension  
Brand personality is one of the hot issues in brand research. Aaker (1997) defined brand personality as a collection of consumer personality features associated with the brand. The researches on brand personality dimensions have focused on the development of brand personality dimension and scale system (Maggie & Bert et al, 2009). Jennifer Aaker (1997) first designed the brand personality dimension scales including “innocent, stimulus, competent, educational and strong”. With the deepening of brand personality research, Aaker & Benet-Martinez et al (2001) found that brand personality should pay attention to the similarity in cross-cultural context, and should also pay attention to the unique personality characteristics of specific countries and regions. Based on the research of Aaker, Huang & Lu (2003) empirically studied the five brand personality dimensions and scale system of “Benevolence, Wisdom, Courage, Fun and Elegance” with Chinese traditional culture characteristics. He & Cong (2008) took the old brand as an example, summed up the five-dimensional brand personality dimension of “Renhe, Shixin, Elegance, Wisdom and Integrity” through literature induction. Maggie & Bert et al (2009) proposed a five-dimensional personality dimension of “Responsibility, Activity, Aggression, Simplicity and Affectivity” based on human personality attributes. Bai Kai (2011) took the National Geological Park as an example to construct a three-dimensional brand personality dimension scale of “Attraction, Science and...

3. Research on localized brand personality

The researches on localized brand personality have focused on jewelry brand, media brand, clothing brand, animation brand and destination brand, with the help of the “Big Five” brand personality dimension scale developed by Aaker (1997) and the localized brand personality dimension and scale system developed by Huang & Lu (2003) to build a localized brand personality dimension scale. Li & Wang (2012) combined with the brand personality dimension scale developed by Aaker (1997) and the localized brand personality dimension scale developed by Huang & Lu (2003), using the factor analysis method to construct the seven-dimensional nanzhu brand personality dimension scale of “Original image, Culture, Health, Aesthetics, Rarennees, Era, Mystery”. Liu & Yu (2013) empirically tested the media brand with three distinctive brand personality dimensions of “Benevolence, elegance and music” by means of the five-dimensional brand personality dimension scale developed by Aaker (1997). Tang Xinling (2014) combined the “New Big Five” brand personality scale proposed by Aaker (1997) and the local brand personality dimension scale of Huang & Lu (2003) to construct the five-dimensional brand personality dimension scale of clothing brand. Song & Yin (2016) built a five-dimensional anime derivative brand personality dimension scale of "Sincerely, Interest, Charm, Quality and Green" with Aaker's (1997) "five-dimensional" brand personality dimension scale. Cheng & Lu (2018) used the factor analysis method to build a brand personality dimension model of “Benevolence, Righteousness, Courtesy, Wisdom and Integrity” based on the "five permanent" (Benevolence, Righteousness, Courtesy, Wisdom and Trust) moral system of Confucian culture.

4. Literature review

According to the literature review, there is still a broad research space for localized brand personality of fresh agricultural products. Scholars' researches on localized brand personality mainly focus on jewelry brand, media brand, clothing brand, animation brand, tourist destinations brand, etc. (see table 1). The researches on brand personality of fresh agricultural products have mainly used qualitative methods to conduct preliminary exploration of brand personality, which have not been specifically analyzed in combination with the characteristics of Chinese local culture, thus providing guiding suggestions and practical references for the development of fresh agricultural products in China. Based on the lack of research, domestic and foreign scholars can combine the localized brand personality dimension and scale system developed by Huang & Lu (2003) and the “Big Five” brand personality dimension scale built by Aaker (1997) to make in-depth study on the localized brand personality of fresh agricultural products.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research object</th>
<th>Localized brand personality dimension (scale)</th>
<th>Author (time)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jewelry brand</td>
<td>Original image, Culture, Health, Aesthetics, Rareness, Era, Mystery</td>
<td>Li Feixing, Wang Meiyuan (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media brand</td>
<td>Benevolence, Fun, Elegance</td>
<td>Liu Chao, Yu Guoming (2013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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